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ABSTRACT
Background: The Blood Transfusion Services is committed to provide the highest possible
standard of service to the patient and is responsible for ensuring sufficiency, quality and
safety of the blood and blood components. Quality indicators are performance measures
designed to monitor & evaluate the quality of transfusion process. This study was aimed to
evaluate quality indicators and analyse the effectiveness of blood transfusion services at
our centre.
Materials and Methods: A retrospective study was conducted for 1 year from March 2018
to March 2019 in the blood bank at Vinayaka Missions Kirupananda Variyar Medical
College and Hospital, Salem. The parameters used in the analysis were based on Quality
indicators defined by NABH.
Results: Upon analysing the Quality indicators, Transfusion transmitted infection % was
found to be 0.60% and ATRR (adverse transfusion reaction rate) 0.14%. Wastage rate of
PRBC was 7.26%, Platelets 8.08% and Fresh Frozen Plasma 7.83%. Turn around Time for
routine and emergency issues were 143.56 and 24.41 minutes respectively. The QC failure
rate of PRBC was 1.9%, Platelet 10.2% and FFP 3.3%, ADRR (adverse donor reaction rate)
was found to be 0.58% and DDR (donor deferral rate) was 8.99%. Percentage of issue was
95.6%. C: T (cross match transfusion ratio) was found to be 1.12.
Conclusion: Quality indicators are an indispensable tool that contribute to the
improvement of the transfusion services and also helps to establish an index of confidence
in the blood bank personnel regarding the quality of services they provide. From the above
results the study demonstrated that blood transfusion services at our centre are effective.
Keywords: Quality Indicators, Blood Transfusion Service, Continuous Improvements.
INTRODUCTION:

T

he transfusion of blood and blood
components has become an integral
part of patient management in
modern medicine. Therefore, the Blood

Transfusion Services (BTS) plays an important
role and is responsible for ensuring
sufficiency, quality, and safety of the blood
supply. A well-organized and efficient BTS
would contribute toward better patients care
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and also towards the development of
healthcare system in the country.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

1

The National accreditation board for hospitals
and healthcare providers (NABH) has
recognized quality indicators as an important
tool for quality improvement. It helps to
identify areas of poor performance and
measures improvement. It provides a visible
and safety of the various process in the blood
bank pertaining to collection, processing,

A retrospective study was conducted for a
period of 1 year from March 2018 to March
2019 in Department of Transfusion medicine
at VMVKV Medical College and Hospital,
Salem. The records of all the patients, daily
blood collection, cross-matching, actual
transfusion and blood stock were taken. The
parameters used in the analysis based on QI's
defined by NABH, are depicted in the table
below. (Table 1)

testing and transfusion of blood products.2
Table 1: Parameters used in the analysis
Blood and blood components are frequently
ordered without proper analysis of the real
needs. Such practices have greater
implications in resource constrained settings.
Injudicious over ordering of blood can burden
the physical and human resources of a
health care facility and increase the cost of
3

medical care .
The primary goal of transfusion medicine is to
promote high standards of quality in all
aspects of patient care and related products
and services. BTS can reach the highest level of
efficiency through implementation of quality

RESULTS:

management system in all phases of blood
collection, processing and storage. Quality
indicators are performance measures
designed to monitor & evaluate the quality of
4

transfusion process . The objective of this
study was to evaluate the blood utilization
and the status of transfusion practice in a
tertiary care centre in the southern India.
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A total of 4442 blood components were issued,
out of which 196 bags were issued as whole
blood and remaining were separated and
issued as components (PRBC, FFP and
platelets) as depicted in table 1.A total of 2926
requisitions for PRBC, 230 for WB, 1502 for
FFP and 360 for platelets were received. Upon
analysing the Quality indicators results
obtained were as depicted in table.3.
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TABLE 2: Blood components issue data

by other means. Blood is an expensive and
scarce resource. Various strategies have been
developed to reduce the inappropriate use of
blood and blood components. These include
guidelines as well as monitoring of
transfusion practice, education and self audit
by clinicians. 4,5 The role of quality in
transfusion practice is looked at three
contexts: the blood collection centre, the
transfusion service and clinical practice.

TABLE 3: Results of quality indicators

Quality indicators have a vital part to play in
maintaining quality, monitoring performance
and ensuring safety and integrity for the
recipient, donor and staff. Quality Indicator
Data is acted upon by continuous
measurement, identifying problems, root
cause analysis, implementing corrective
action, developing a quality improvement
strategy (i.e. Preventive action), reporting and
seeking opportunities for improvement6.
In our study, we found that overall TTI % was
0.60%. Among the five transfusion
transmitted infections tested in our blood
bank, HBsAg was found to be more
seroprevalent followed by HIV. Similar
finding was reported in the study done by
Fernandes et al (2010) who found TTI
prevalence to be 0.6%7. Another study by
Zulfikar et al (2012) also showed similar trend
8

of prevalence to be 0.82% and Varshney et al
DISCUSSION:
Blood transfusion is considered appropriate
when it is used to treat conditions leading to
significant morbidity and mortality and which
cannot be prevented or managed effectively
National Journal of Basic Medical Sciences | Volume 9 | Issue 4 | 2019

(2017) 0.93%9. An integrated strategy for Blood
Safety is required for elimination of TTIs and
for provision of safe and adequate blood
transfusion services to the people. The main
component of an integrated strategy includes
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collection of blood only from voluntary, nonrenumerated blood donors, screening for all
TTIs and reduction of unnecessary

with following of FIFO (First In First Out) and
implementation of MSBOS policy may help in
further reduction of wastage rate.13

10

transfusion.

Another major patient related parameter, i.e.
Adverse transfusion reaction rate found in our
study was 0.14% overall. Majority of the cases
were caused by allergic reactions and
FNHTR's (90%). Similar findings were
reported by Bhattacharya et al (2011) which
11

showed rate to be 0.18%.

Chakravarty-

Vartak et al (2016) had an incidence of 0.16%12
and Varshney et al (2017) 16% which is
comparable to our study9. Use of newer
technologies like leukoreduction, reporting of
all adverse events and continuous education
to medical and paramedical staff will help in
reducing the ATR's in any blood centre.

TAT for routine cases found in our study was
143.56 mins. Although, we came across with a
similar study by Gupta et al (2015) as 153
14

mins . However, overall TAT for emergency
cases was 27.61 mins comparable to the study
done by Ramanathan et al (2015) reporting
15

30.3 mins and Varshney et al (2017) 135.82
mins and 29.87 mins for emergency cases9.
Therefore training of the technical staff to act
momentarily for blood requests eventually led
to reduced turnaround time. As such, no
specific recommendations for turnaround
time have been established and very few
9

studies are available to compare.

13

The wastage rate overall in our setup was
8.88% for whole blood, 7.26% for packed red
blood cells, 8.08% for platelets and 7.83% for
fresh frozen plasma. The most common
discarded units were platelets due to date of
expiry followed by seroreactivity. This
contrasts with various other studies like
Suresh et al 201511, Kaur et al 201612 and
9

Varshney et al where the most common cause
of wastage of blood units was TTI positivity,
though the most common units discarded
remained platelets among the blood
components. Other causes for wastage of
blood units include breakage or leakage while
processing of blood, contamination and
haemolysis. Regular audits and analysis for
wastage of blood and blood components along

Overall, QC failure rate found in our study
was 1.9% for packed red blood cells, 10.2% for
platelets and 3.3% for fresh frozen plasma.
According to the National Accreditation
Board for Hospitals and Healthcare Provider
(NABH) 1% of component is tested for Quality
Control out of which 75% should match the
acceptable ranges3. In our study, we found that
the QC failure rate were meeting the quality
requirement. No failure rate was observed for
whole blood, as whole blood was not much
kept in stock. Up gradation and training of
technical staff for component separation
techniques will help in further reducing QC
7

failure rate .
On adverse donor reaction rate, the overall
rate was 0.58%. The rate was almost similar in
16

Kumar et al (2014) 0.93% and comparatively
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less than by Abhishekh et al 2013 showing

CONCLUSION:

17

2.03% and Varshney et al (2017) showing
9

1.15% . This variation can be attributed to
donor demographics or pre-donation and
post-donation counselling methodologies.
Majority of the reactions were vasovagal
reaction.
With context to donor deferral rate, it was
found to be 8.99%. The most common cause for
deferral found in our study was low
haemoglobin followed by medication history.
Studies shows deferral rate of 9.3% by
9

varshney et al 2017 , John et al (2015) reported
5.12%18 Rehman et al (2012) reported 12.4% as
19

their donor deferral rate . Similarly, Agnihotri
et al (2010) reported their donor deferral rate
4

to be 11.6% . Modification of donor
recruitment strategies, rationalisation of
deferral criteria and counselling of deferred
donors can be applied for reducing the donor
deferral rate.
The C : T ratio is often used as a measure of the
efficiency of blood ordering practice.
Desirable CT values vary from 2-3 in different
studies. The Value of 1.12 in our study is
within desirable limits. The values are

The study helped in assessing the transfusion
practices carried out at our centre, which is
relevant and found to be encouraging.
However few issues like, whole blood usage,
excessive unnecessary ordering of blood in
elective cases can be addressed and reduced
by conducting regular audits at hospital
transfusion committee, wherein MSBOS can
be modified and implemented. Other
measures should be put into practice like
regular training of nurses and staffs in all
areas, regular auditing, following blood bank
guidelines....etc for further improvement.
Quality improvement enable an organization
to attain higher level of performance by
creating a new or better standards or
removing deficiencies in product, processes or
services. There is therefore an absolute need to
select quality indicators for all the areas
involved in the manufacture of blood and
blood products and to ensure that these
indicators are analysed so as to be effective.
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